KCR has no moral right to criticise deflections: CM

Says BRS chief laided foundation for switching parties

Patancheru BRS MLA Gudam Reddy may join BJ

BJP chief K. Chandrashekar Rao has recommended conducting constituency-wise meetings. In a series of scheduled meetings, KCR will meet BRS leaders and activists from all constituencies to discuss the way forward.

KCR, who is his seat, is likely to see an incremental growth in the coming months.

Two of my life goals fulfilled in one go

On Wednesday, the barrage was opened for the first time. The government invited KCR to the opening ceremony, and the chief minister accepted Singh's unconditional support.
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Delhi Visit

CM gave utmost importance to Telangana's interests

Govt firm about waiving farm loans

KCR still won't talk to CM Shri KCR

INC
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The Rajinikanth Stalin Congress on Thursday postponed a visit to Telangana due to the imposition of the Impeachment on CM KCR. The accused is identifying himself as Pradeep, a 2020.
Kazipet bypass rail line works taken up at a cost of Rs 125 cr

The Commissioner's Task Force Report on Thursday said the Khairatabad bypass, which is a major bus route, is planned to be linked to the Khairatabad bypass via a bypass route. The bypass route will be taken up at a cost of Rs 125 crore.

The task force, set up by the Commissioner, will be responsible for monitoring the construction and implementation of the bypass route. The task force will also be responsible for ensuring that the bypass route is completed in a timely manner.

The bypass route is expected to be completed by June 2024. The task force will be responsible for monitoring the construction and implementation of the bypass route and ensuring that the bypass route is completed in a timely manner.
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BPRS places 5 demands in CM's Warangal visit

Telangana Chief Minister K Chandrashekar Rao has demanded the State to release Rs 500 crores from the Irrigation Department and also release the project water to Khammam district people at the earliest and also release the project water to the Khammam district people at the earliest.

He demanded that the government should reduce the power outage at MGM Hospital, expediting the construction of a private hospital, clarifying the position of the ZP chairperson and other members.

Chandrashekar Rao, who inaugurated the Nageswara Rao Sitarama project, reached the site of the project and witnessed the trial run of the site.

The site was inspected, and the project's director, Anwar Ali, explained the progress of the project. The director said that the project is ready to be handed over to the government, and Chandrashekar Rao was satisfied with the progress of the project.

The project aims to lay a strong academic foundation and employability in the education and employability sector.

The project will provide academic standards and malpractices to support this.
hindmarch to rope in entrepreneurs for developing tourism: Bali

Madhiom has launched a ‘green connectivity’ initiative to rope in entrepreneurs for developing tourism in Bali, Indonesia.

The initiative aims to identify and promote potential tourism projects, and provide access to funding and other resources to support their development.

Advisors will be involved to help entrepreneurs turn their ideas into viable tourism projects, and to ensure they meet environmental and sustainability standards.

Bali’s tourism industry is one of its key economic drivers, and the government is committed to promoting sustainable and responsible tourism practices.

‘Indian airports need to review their pricing strategies’

India needs to review its airport pricing strategies to attract more passengers and ensure the sustainable growth of the aviation sector, according to an expert.

The expert highlighted the need for a re-evaluation of pricing benchmarks, as well as the implementation of effective demand-based pricing mechanisms.

Section of people creating disturbances in Assam: CM

Assam Chief Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma has directed the police to take stringent action against the section of people creating disturbances in Assam.

The CM said that the police have been asked to ensure that law and order are maintained, and that the public and private sectors work together to keep the situation stable.

Let us all work towards blossoming of democracy: Dhankhar in RS

Deputy Chairman of Rajya Sabha, Dr. Harivansh, has called for a united front to work towards the blossoming of democracy in the country.

He emphasized the need for constructive engagement and mutual respect among political leaders, and urged all to work together for the common good.

PIB NEP DELHI

CBI makes its first arrest in NEET-UG case, nabs 2 from Patna

CBI has made its first arrest in the NEET-UG case and has arrested two candidates from Patna.

The arrested candidates are suspected of having cheated in the NEET-UG exams.

Shivakumar mocks demand for 3 more DMGs in K'taka

’No rule of law left in UP in 7 years of BJP regime’

Uttar Pradesh state under the rule of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has seen a complete disregard for the rule of law, with rampant corruption and human rights abuses, according to a lawyer.

The lawyer from Lucknow said that under the rule of the BJP government, there has been a total neglect of human rights and a lack of accountability.

Bengal government has no right to disallow oath-taking of MLAs: Mamata

The West Bengal Chief Minister, Mamata Banerjee, has issued a statement saying that the government has no right to disallow the oath-taking ceremony of the newly elected MLAs.

She said that the government had no legal authority to prevent the MLAs from taking the oath.

RS privileges panel holds 12 MPs guilty of misconduct

The panel on privileges has found 12 MPs guilty of misconduct and has recommended their suspension or expulsion from the House.

The panel has issued show cause notices to the MPs seeking their explanation.

PM lauds Indian universities for making strides on global stage

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has praised Indian universities for making strides on the global stage.

He said that Indian universities are making significant contributions to the global knowledge ecosystem and are helping to shape the future of higher education.

CID files charge sheet against Yaduvir Singh in PSCOG case

The CID has filed a charge sheet against Yaduvir Singh in the PSCOG case.

The charge sheet has been filed against Singh under sections of fraud and forgery.

NEET aspirants get relief

NEET aspirants have received relief as the Supreme Court has allowed them to appear in the NEET exam without providing the answer key.

The Supreme Court had earlier ordered the NTA to allow students to appear in the exam without providing the answer key.

IMEC will prove to be one of the biggest game-changers

IMEC (India Middle East Corridor) will prove to be one of the biggest game-changers, according to the Chairman of the IMEC, Dr. Kartikeya Jaiswal.

He said that IMEC will help in connecting the economic and cultural corridors of India, Middle East, and Europe, and will facilitate trade and investment.

Aamir Khan buys apartment in Pali Hill in Mumbai for nearly Rs 10 cr

Aamir Khan has bought a luxurious apartment in Pali Hill in Mumbai for nearly Rs 10 crores.

The actor has been a regular in the Mumbai real estate market and this purchase is a testament to his growing interest in the city’s prime residential areas.
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Amit Shah meets MPs of the Janata Dal (United), the Mahagathbandhan in Bihar, and some other political leaders to discuss the current political situation.

He assured them of the government’s commitment to maintain peace and order in the state and to work towards the betterment of the people.

The meeting was held to discuss the ongoing political situation in the state and to address any concerns or grievances that may exist.

Rajan Shahi

Rajan Shahi, the Chairman of Rajya Sabha, has said that the government is committed to ensuring the safety and security of the country.

He emphasized the need for a strong and effective law enforcement agency to combat terrorism and other threats to national security.

The meeting was also attended by other political leaders from various parties who discussed the current political situation and the need for a united front to work towards the betterment of the country.

The meeting concluded with a call for unity and peace, and a resolve to work together for the common good.
India's assertive foreign policy and global aspirations

From bolstering defence capabilities to fostering regional cooperation, India under Modi's leadership navigates a complex geopolitical landscape.

Policy changes under Modi's leadership have significantly bolstered India's assertiveness on the world stage. The country has expressed its capability and willingness to contribute to the global community, emerging as a new power in international affairs.

Defence

India has made significant strides in the defence sector under Modi's leadership. The country has increased military spending, modernized its armed forces, and aggressively pursued defence deals with various countries. The recent acquisition of advanced fighter jets and surface-to-air missile systems has further bolstered India's military capabilities.

Economic

India's economic growth has been one of the fastest in the world under Modi's leadership. The country has implemented structural reforms, such as the Goods and Services Tax (GST) and the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, to boost economic efficiency and attract foreign investment.

Regional

India's regional diplomacy is marked by its focus on the Act East policy, which aims to strengthen ties with countries in the Eastern and Southeast Asian region. The country has also been active in multilateral fora, such as the United Nations, where it plays a significant role in shaping international norms.

Cultural

India's cultural diplomacy is evident through its participation in international cultural events and festivals. The country has used its rich cultural heritage to promote cross-cultural understanding and enhance global connectivity.

In conclusion, India's assertive foreign policy and global aspirations reflect a leadership commitment to strengthening India's position in the world and contributing to global stability and development.
India-Arab green strategic partnership: sustainable development

This initiative highlights the shared commitment of the two countries to foster a greener and more resilient future.

First, the initiative aims to achieve a green and sustainable energy production and consumption model. This will involve the development of renewable energy sources, energy efficiency improvement, and the adoption of green technologies. Through this, India and Arab countries can work together to reduce their carbon footprint, mitigate climate change, and enhance energy security.

Secondly, the initiative focuses on environmental protection and biodiversity conservation. It involves the implementation of conservation policies and practices that promote the preservation of natural ecosystems and wildlife.

Lastly, the initiative aims to strengthen economic cooperation in areas such as green technology, sustainable agriculture, and waste management. This will help in the sustainable use of resources and the promotion of green businesses.

In conclusion, the India-Arab green strategic partnership is a significant step towards a sustainable and resilient future. Through collaboration and innovation, India and Arab countries can achieve a greener and more sustainable way of life, benefiting not only their own populations but also the global community.
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**ASSIGN HIGHEST RANK TO GOVERNANCE: SHAKTIKANTA DAS**

The Reserve Bank of India Governor said on Thursday that the highest priority must be assigned to governance of financial institutions.

**Governing Financial Stability**

“The highest priority must be assigned to governance of financial institutions in the light of resilience of stakeholders in the financial system,” the governor said in his foreword to the half-yearly Financial Stability Report published by the central bank.

**Systemic Risk**

The report said that the Indian financial system is exhibiting robust resilience with the accumulation of risks being proactively managed.

**Macro-Financial Stability**

Macro-financial stability is perhaps at its best, the report said, pointing out that even under severe stress scenarios, the Indian financial system would be able to withstand.

**Reserve Bank’s Commitment**

The governor reiterated some of his concerns, stating that the "alarming levels" of impairments, robust adoption of financial technologies, and risks emanating from the IT sector and consolidation in the listed firms are areas for concern.

**Telecom Spectrum Auctions**

Telecom spectrum auctions are down, all eyes now on imminent tariff hikes: Analysts

The market capitalisation of BSE-listed firms hit all-time high of Rs 43,84,68,934.50 million on Friday, breaching the 43,000 mark.

**More Taiwanese ICT suppliers may relocate in near future, says official**

With India poised to become the world’s second largest market for computer hardware, more Taiwanese ICT suppliers may relocate in near future, said the chairman of the Taiwan External Trade Development Corporation, Mr. Peter Lau.
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‘I FELT UNEASY, DISTURBED AND VIOLATED ON SOLO TRAVEL’
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Karan następna, owa, na, to nie jest miejsce, by tu było się cieszyć.

KOMICA ANCHAL, THE SOUTH INDIAN BEAUTY, WAS SPOTTED TAKING IN KENYA’S BREATHTAKING SCENERY. THIS WEEK, THE PIONEER WILL BE COLLABORATING WITH THE ACTRESS FOR OUR TRAVELogue COLUMN, WHERE SHE WILL SHARE SOME SPECIAL INSIGHTS FROM HER TRIP.

Hyderabad Celebrating working moms

The inspiration behind Motherhood Awards was to showcase and celebrate women from across different fields who had contributed in their careers and their households, in an event that was part of the celebrations organized by women’s socialite foundation.

The awards were presented on the 24th, with a number of women from different fields attending the event. The awards were given to women who were working in various fields, such as business, education, and entertainment, and who had made a significant contribution in their respective fields.

The recipients included women from various fields, such as business, education, and entertainment, and who had made a significant contribution in their respective fields. The awards were presented to women who had made a significant contribution in their respective fields.

The event was organized by the Foundation of Women and Children, and was attended by women from different fields who had made a significant contribution in their respective fields. The awards were presented to women who had made a significant contribution in their respective fields.
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what’s brewing?

The first-ever 100% free Primary/Bridge school has been established by the Helping Hand Foundation, primarily for children from first-generation families who work in the severely vulnerable slum of Errakunta, which is located inside the municipal limits of Jalpally.

During an event conducted at Taj Krishna, Udaya Bhaskar, the Director General of Pharmexcil, shared views with the media on Indian Pharma Exports: Futuristic Opportunities and Challenges. He further mentioned that a recent EY FICCI analysis indicated that the Indian pharmaceutical business is expected to reach a valuation of $130 billion by the end of 2030 due to the rising consensus around the provision of new and innovative medications to patients.

At the Taj Deccan, Tollywood actress Vasuki Anand and Preeti Adusumilli, made an appearance at the Samanvay Women’s Club’s 13th installation. The newly formed committee is led by President Rajani Marda, Vice President Nambada Babithe, Secretary Anjana Nadiga, Treasurer Anju Baldawa and Joint Secretary Varweta Manchan.

The first premium café in Hyderabad, Coimbatore Filter Coffee (CFC) opened at Vasavi MPM Grand, next to Ameerpet metro. Actress Ananya Nagalla opened this café, which aims to provide coffee lovers with an upscale experience.

Sowgandhi, an aviation scientist, congratulated Dr. Hypno Kamala’s daughter Saroja Roy on her successful completion of a PhD program in human factors psychology in Bangalore.

The first over 100% free Primary/Bridge school has been established by the Helping Hand Foundation, primarily for children from first-generation families who work in the severely vulnerable slum of Errakunta, which is located inside the municipal limits of Jalpally.
Kalki 2898 AD on par with H’wood superhero franchises

Siva Karthikeyan to collab with Cibi Chakaravarti for his next

Shankar to Code Change Game Changer’s production works after Indian 2 release

ADAH SHARMA TO PLAY ‘BADASS’ IN AKAKACHA PEECHI RECKA

VJ’s cameo in Kalki 2898 AD makes fans go gaga

SDT’s next tentatively titled Sambarala Yeti Gattu

Nikhita Gandhi is all set to strike a chord with Naadu Vittu

Siva Karthikeyan is busy working on a co-production action thriller being directed by actor A.R. Murugadoss. The film’s shooting is currently underway in Hyderabad, with the entire cast and crew of the film being brought in as the screening of the film gets underway.

Vijayanthi Creations, in association with Production House VVS, is all set to unveil the first-look poster of its upcoming production venture ‘Sambarala Yeti Gattu’. The film is directed by the noted director A.R. Murugadoss and stars popular comedian and actor Sivakarthikeyan in the title role.

The first poster of ‘Sambarala Yeti Gattu’ was unveiled on Monday, featuring Sivakarthikeyan in an intense avatar. The poster captures the actor in a fierce and powerful look, with his eye on the camera.

The film is set in a dystopian future known as 2898 AD, where humanity has tried to create a perfect world, but at the cost of losing its values and traditions. The story revolves around Kalki, a superhuman entity who is sent to restore the balance of the world.

Sivakarthikeyan plays the role of Kalki, a powerful being bestowed with immense abilities and a mission to save the world from the brink of destruction. The actor’s intense and powerful presence in the poster is sure to leave the fans excited for the film.

The film is directed by renowned filmmaker Shankar, who is known for his ability to create visually captivating and epic narratives. Shankar’s previous films ‘Baahubali’ and ‘Kabali’ were major box office hits and the director has a proven track record of delivering commercial sensation films.

‘Sambarala Yeti Gattu’ is a significant venture for Sivakarthikeyan, who is currently riding high on the success of his recent releases ‘Suicide Squad’ and ‘Kabali’. The actor is expected to showcase his growth as an action hero in the film.

The film’s music and cinematography are expected to be top-notch, with renowned composers and cinematographers associated with the project. ‘Sambarala Yeti Gattu’ is a film that promises to be a visual treat for the audience and is sure to keep them on the edge of their seats.

The film is set to release on a big scale on a grand scale, with a massive production and an impressive cast. Sivakarthikeyan is expected to bring his A-game to the role of Kalki, and his fans are eagerly awaiting the film’s release.

The first poster of ‘Sambarala Yeti Gattu’ has generated a lot of buzz and excitement among the fans, who are eagerly waiting to see the actor in his next big project. The film is set to be a game-changer in the Tamil film industry and is expected to set new benchmarks in visual spectacle and action sequences.

With Sivakarthikeyan’s intense and powerful presence, ‘Sambarala Yeti Gattu’ promises to be an exciting and electrifying film that will leave the audience on the edge of their seats. The film is set to release in cinemas soon, and its trailer and first look poster have already created a massive buzz among the fans.

The first poster of ‘Sambarala Yeti Gattu’ has created a massive buzz among the fans, who are eagerly waiting to witness Sivakarthikeyan’s intense and powerful performance in the role of Kalki. The film is set to be a visual spectacle, with impressive action sequences and a gripping storyline that is sure to keep the audience engaged from start to finish.

With Sivakarthikeyan as the lead and Shankar’s directing prowess, ‘Sambarala Yeti Gattu’ promises to be a film that will leave a lasting impact on the Tamil film industry. The film is set to be a massive success, and its first poster has already created a massive buzz among the fans.

The film is set to release on a massive scale, with a grand release across multiple screens. Sivakarthikeyan’s intense and powerful presence, coupled with Shankar’s direction, is sure to make ‘Sambarala Yeti Gattu’ a film that will be remembered for years to come.

With Sivakarthikeyan’s intense and powerful presence and Shankar’s direction, ‘Sambarala Yeti Gattu’ promises to be an epic film that is sure to leave a lasting impact on the Tamil film industry. The film is set to release on a massive scale, and its first poster has already created a massive buzz among the fans.

The film is set to be a visual spectacle, with impressive action sequences and a gripping storyline that is sure to keep the audience engaged from start to finish. With Sivakarthikeyan’s intense and powerful performance, Shankar’s direction, and an impressive cast, ‘Sambarala Yeti Gattu’ promises to be a film that will leave a lasting impact on the Tamil film industry.
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South Africa Banish Afghanistan, Enter Maiden T20 WC Final

Lauras calls for more red-ball cricket in women's cricket calendar

Sri Lanka head coach Chris Silverwood steps down

South Africa banned from Test cricket

Debutantes in focus as India Women take on South Africa in one-off Test

Pune to receive 1000s of T20 World Cup tickets

South Africa continues winning run against New Zealand

T20 World Cup Final: South Africa vs West Indies

South Africa's Klaas scores highest individual T20I score
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Frustration as India Women miss out on T20 World Cup final

South Africa's Shabnim Ismail to retire from T20I cricket

Debutantes in focus as India Women take on South Africa in one-off Test
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